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This year we finished these projects

○ ELITR (PI: Ondřej Bojar) 
○ Bergamot (PI: Ondřej Bojar) 
○ THEaiTRE (PI: Rudolf Rosa)
○ SSHOC (PI: Jan Hajič)
○ ELE  (PI: Jan Hajič)
○ ELG (PI: Jan Hajič)
○ GAČR (PI: Lucie Poláková)
○ LangTech (PI: Zdeněk Žabokrtský)
○ GAUK Vojtěch Hudeček, Zdeněk Kasner, David Kubeša,

Dominik Macháček, Tomáš Musil 
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see Ondřej’s talk later on



The projects that will begin in January 2023
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○ GAČR

○ PRIMUS



The projects that will begin in Jan 2023
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The project that will begin in spring 2023
○ MŠMT Inter-Excellence II, Inter-Action

NAKI we'll find out by December 16th



Proposal submissions

○ Horizon Europe Calls

○ TAČR SIGMA - Area #3: Social sciences, humanities and arts
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Admin - Vacations in PAKT

○ You might be confused with different numbers in PAKT and CIS (= Verso 

https://cis.mff.cuni.cz/)

○ maybe CIS has a delay, maybe PAKT is wrong

○ You might be confused with the number of days you are supposed to use up

○ e.g. 2.4 days available

○ Briefly: round the number up (i.e. 3) and then plan the given number of 

days in PAKT

○ We will compare PAKT and  HR department data this week and inform you how 

many days you have to use up in Dec (if any)
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https://cis.mff.cuni.cz/


Admin - Vacations in PAKT

Not so briefly

In PAKT, we plan our vacation with days (= integers). However, the Czech Labour 

Code operates with weekly working hours, so the annual leave needs to be 

calculated also in hours .  Calculation of your annual leave depends on 

○ whether you are an (non) academic employee

○ what is your involvement (full time, part time)

○ if there are changes in your involvement over the year

(= the most exciting scenario)
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Admin - Vacations in PAKT

In great detail

○ See Annual Leave: How it works by Stáňa Gráf

○ We’re currently considering whether to implement a complete vacation 

calculator in PAKT. We were informed that the Dean’s Office will launch an HR 

system in spring 2023. So we certainly don't want to duplicate work (in other 

words, waste our time and money).
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https://cunicz.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/UFALPMO/Operations/ETvzReVdvH9BoJ8KEwyYvVMBy9Kvq260Y6ybLVB15h2jKw?e=q8wVhC


Admin - the Office operation

Please, talk to Mrs. Iva Doušová about any agenda that requires cooperation of the 

Office. Even about the agenda that you have opened with Mrs. Brdičková. Mrs. 

Doušová will resolve it with Mrs. Brdičková. 

Office hours 

Mon-Thu  8:30 a.m. - 3:15 p.m.

Fri             8:30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
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Save the dates

○ Dec 20, 2022 ÚFAL Christmas party (S1, 5 p.m.)

○ Dec 22, 2022 Computer Science School Christmas party (Profesní 

dům, 5 p.m.)

○ Jan 30, 2023 Jeden den s informatikou a matematikou at Malá Strana

○ ÚFAL’s presentation coordinated by Ruda Rosa

○ Thank you, Ruda and your team, for the great demonstration of 

ÚFAL’s activities on the Doors Open Day in November at Impakt. 
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